ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION

27
Under hyperthermic conditions, the human cardiovascular system must compete between 28 adequate maintenance of arterial blood pressure and providing the thermoregulatory system with 29 sufficient blood flow to participate in heat exchange from the body to the environment. Among
The use of the neck chamber technique has been well-documented in humans (10, 12, 29, 50 34). The technique utilizes non-invasive perturbation of the carotid baroreceptors to elicit reflex 51 responses to hypo-and hypertensive stimuli. Multiple investigations have demonstrated that 52 CBR responses can be dependent on the duration of the baroreceptor stimuli (9, 26, 27, 32) , of 53 which both MSNA and heart rate consistently reach their peak responses within 5 seconds of the 54 onset of the stimulus, while stroke volume remains unchanged. In the aforementioned study by 55 Crandall (5), a 'stair-step' application of neck pressure (NP: hypotensive stimuli) and neck 56 suction (NS: hypertensive stimuli) was utilized in which the stimulus, starting at +40 mmHg, 57 was applied for four successive cardiac cycles before being sequentially stepped to -65 mmHg at 58 each subsequent R wave associated with the respective cardiac cycle. While meaningful 59 baroreflex function curves can be derived from this methodology, using this technique during 60 heat stress is problematic. As heat stress considerably increases heart rate (~40% increase from 61 normothermia in the aforementioned study), the stimulus time of the respective neck 62 pressures/suctions will be substantially reduced in response to WBH. Therefore, a "stair-step" 63 method for comparison of CBR function between thermal conditions may have been 64 inappropriate due to inherent differences of stimulus duration between normothermia (NT) and peak cardiac cycle response was compared to the 3 cycle average pre-stimulus heart rate for each 142 NP/NS trial, this peak was typically observed within the first few cardiac cycles.
143
Carotid Baroreflex Function Curves. Carotid-cardiac and carotid-vasomotor stimulus-144 response curves were determined by plotting the maximal changes in HR and MAP, respectively, 145 elicited by NP and NS against the estimated carotid sinus pressure (ECSP), which was calculated 146 as the difference between MAP and neck collar pressure. The HR or MAP value with no 147 manipulation of collar pressure (i.e., ECSP=MAP-0) denotes the operating point on the curve.
148
Carotid baroreflex stimulus-response data were fit for each subject to the logistic function model 149 described by Kent et al. (19) 
158
Baroreceptor time-to-peak responses. Carotid-cardiac time-to-peak was determined by 159 summing the R-R intervals from the onset of the respective stimuli to the initial R wave of the 160 cardiac cycle associated with the peak heart rate responses. For carotid baroreflex control of 161 MAP, the time to the peak response for each +45 and -80 Torr trial was determined during both 162 thermal conditions. These values were calculated as the sum of the R-R intervals from the onset 163 of the carotid stimulus to the cardiac cycle at which the largest change from pre-stimulus values occurred. To determine if the greater time-to-peak response to NP impaired CBR control of 165 blood pressure, the MAP at the time of the peak HR response during normothermia was 166 compared to the MAP that occurred at the same time-point of the WBH trials (e.g., was heat 167 impacting the carotid-cardiac baroreflex control of MAP?).
168
In order to account for the change in the systolic/diastolic period ratio as heart rate increases 169 from NT to WBH, absolute steady-state MAP values during both thermal conditions were 170 calculated as a function of heart rate in place of the standard MAP equation (24). First, the 
Statistical analysis
178
The parameters for all subjects within an experimental condition were averaged to provide group Table 2 . 
250
In the current study, as expected, CBR control of HR was reset to the prevailing HR of 251 the WBH condition (see Table 2 ). Interestingly, the resetting of the CBR-HR function curve was 252 accompanied by an increase in the G max , G op and an increased responding range during WBH 253 compared to NT (Table 2) . These findings support an increased carotid-cardiac sensitivity 254 during WBH (i.e., increased gain), and an increase in the magnitude of the end organ response during WBH (see Figure 4A) . Specifically, these differences were apparent at all but the lowest 263 (i.e., -20 Torr) neck suction stimuli. Therefore, the increased CBR-HR responding range 264 observed in the complete function curves was apparently due to enhanced responsiveness to 265 hypertensive stimuli (and preserved response magnitude to simulated hypotension). Therefore, future studies into the mechanisms are warranted.
298
The findings of our study are in contrast to the work by Crandall (5). Crandall reported a 
330
While the discrepancy between the "time-to-peak" findings, particularly, the lack of an increase 331 in the MAP time-to-peak responses to NP (+45 Torr) in the current study seem confounding, a 332 few experimental differences are noteworthy: 1) Yamazaki and Sone tested 6 women and 3 men 333 (we studied 10 men), 2) Yamazaki and Sone sampled their data at 100Hz (we sampled data at (12, 16, 18 
